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ABSTRACT
The triple asteroidal system (87) Sylvia is omposed of a 280-km primary and two
small moonlets named Romulus and Remus (Marhis et al 2005). Sylvia is loated in
the main asteroid belt, with semi-major axis of about 3.49 AU, eentriity of 0.08 and
11
◦
of orbital inlination The satellites are in nearly equatorial irular orbits around
the primary, with orbital radius of about 1,360 km (Romulus) and 710 km (Remus).
In the present work we study the stability of the satellites Romulus and Remus. In
order to identify the eets and the ontribution of eah perturber we performed
numerial simulations onsidering a set of dierent systems. The results from the 3-
body problem, Sylvia-Romulus-Remus, show no signiant variation of their orbital
elements. However, the inlinations of the satellites present a long period evolution
with amplitude of about 20
◦
when the Sun is inluded in the system. Suh amplitude
is amplied to more than 50
◦
when Jupiter is inluded. These evolutions are very
similar for both satellites. An analysis of these results show that Romulus and Remus
are librating in a seular resonane and their longitude of the nodes are loked to eah
other. Further simulations show that the amplitude of osillation of the satellites'
inlination an reah higher values depending on the initial values of their longitude
of perientre. In those ases the satellites get aught in an evetion resonane with
Jupiter, their eentriities grow and they eventually ollide with Sylvia. However, the
orbital evolutions of the satellites beame ompletely stable when the oblateness of
Sylvia is inluded in the simulations. The value of Sylvia's J2 is about 0.17, whih
is very high. However, even just 0.1% of this value is enough to keep the satellite's
orbital elements with no signiant variation.
Key words: asteroid, satellite, stability, oblateness
1 INTRODUCTION
The rst triple asteroidal system disovered was (87) Sylvia
(Marhis et al. 2005). The primary body is about 280 km,
while the two small satellites, Romulus and Remus, are
about 18 ± 4 km and 7 ± 2 km, respetively. For simpli-
ity, in this paper we will all the primary of the system (87)
Sylvia as Sylvia. The satellites are in nearly equatorial ir-
ular orbits around the primary, with orbital radius of about
1,360 km (Romulus) and 710 km (Remus). In this paper we
study the stability of the satellites Romulus and Remus.
Sylvia is loated in the main asteroid belt, with semi-major
⋆
owinterpq.npq.br
axis of about 3.49 AU, eentriity of 0.08 and 11◦ of or-
bital inlination. Therefore, the two main perturbers of the
system are the Sun and Jupiter.
In order to identify the eets and the ontributions
of eah relevant perturber of the system we explored several
dierent dynamial systems. We studied the interations be-
tween the two satellites, the perturbation due to the Sun
and due to the planet Jupiter. We identify two seular res-
onanes that play important roles on the dynamis of suh
systems. Finally, we investigate the ontribution due to the
oblateness of Sylvia.
This paper has the following struture. In the next se-
tion we present our numerial simulations onsidering dier-
ent dynamial systems, the 3-, 4- and 5-body problems. The
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eets due to the interation between Romulus and Remus
are analysed in Setion 3. The ourrene of the evetion
resonane between the satellites and Jupiter and its onse-
quenes are shown in setion 4. Setion 5 is devoted to the
eet of the oblateness and nally, in Setion 6, we present
our onlusions.
2 SIMULATIONS OF THE 3, 4 AND 5-BODY
PROBLEMS
We performed numerial simulations of several dierent dy-
namial systems. In all ases we used the Gauss-radau inte-
grator (Everhart 1985) and onsidered a time span of 5×104
years, that orresponds to about 5 × 106 orbital periods of
Romulus. Suh time span was found to be suitable in order
to apture all the main long term eets assoiated to the
seular perturbations due to Jupiter. In order to hek the
auray of the numerial integrations we monitored the to-
tal energy of the system. The relative error was always lower
than 10−11. The physial and orbital data of the system (87)
Sylvia adopted in most of the simulations is given in Table
1.
First of all, we looked at the orbital evolution of Sylvia.
Sylvia's orbit around the Sun, under Jupiter's perturbation,
presents a very stable evolution (Figure 1). Its semi-major
axis has only short period osillations with small amplitudes,
while the eentriity and inlination show periodi seular
evolution with amplitudes of ∆e ≃ 0.1 and ∆I ≃ 3◦. That
is the expeted evolution due to the seular perturbation
aused by Jupiter. Also in Figure 1 (in red) is shown the
evolution of Sylvia's orbital elements under Jupiter's pertur-
bation, onsidering only the seular terms of the three-body
disturbing funtion (hapter 7 of Murray & Dermott 1999).
Now we present the results of the numerial integrations
for a set of dierent dynamial systems. Figure 2 shows the
temporal evolution of the eentriity (e), the inlination
(I) and the longitude of the asending node (Ω) of Romu-
lus (left olumn) and Remus (right olumn). In eah gure
the results from three dierent systems are plotted: the 3-
body problem, Sylvia-Romulus-Remus (in red); the 4-body
problem, Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun (in green); the 5-body
problem, Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun-Jupiter (in blue).
The results from the 3-body problem simulation, Sylvia-
Romulus-Remus, show no signiant variation of the satel-
lite's orbital elements. The inlusions of the Sun and Jupiter
do not aet the evolution of the eentriities of the satel-
lites. However, their orbital inlinations show a signiant
hange. They present a periodi seular evolution, having
amplitude of about 20◦ with period of almost 6× 103 years
(only Sun), and amplitude of about 58◦ with period of al-
most 22 × 103 years (Sun and Jupiter). Their longitudes of
the node either librate with amplitude of more than 120◦
(only Sun) or irulate (Sun + Jupiter).
We also note that the evolution of i and Ω for both
satellites present very similar amplitudes and frequenies. Of
ourse, these evolutions are mainly due to the perturbations
of the Sun (green) and Sun and Jupiter (blue), respetively.
However, the fat of them being so similar is assoiated to
a onnetion between Romulus and Remus, whih will be
disussed in the following setion.
3 THE ROMULUS-REMUS CONNECTION
The gravitational interation between Romulus and Remus
produes dierent outomes aording to the dynamial sys-
tem onsidered. In this setion we onentrate the analysis
on the temporal evolution of the satellites' orbital inlina-
tions. We ompare the results from our numerial integra-
tions with results from the seular perturbation theory (see
for instane Murray & Dermott (1999)).
From the numerial integrations of the 3-body system,
Sylvia-Romulus-Remus (Figure 2, in red), we see that Ro-
mulus produes osillations of small amplitude (< 4◦) on Re-
mus's inlination, whih in return produes an even smaller
amplitude of osillation on Romulus's inlination (< 1◦).
These results are very lose to those obtained from the se-
ular perturbation theory (Figure 3, rst row). The diret
oupling between Romulus and Remus, showing that when
the inlination of one inreases the other dereases, is learly
seen in the zoom of these plots (Figure 3, rst row).
The seular perturbation from the Sun on Romulus and
on Remus, separately, produes osillations with the same
amplitude (∼ 20◦), but with dierent periods (Figure 3,
seond row). The period of osillation for the inlination
of Remus is more than twie that for Romulus. However,
when the seular perturbation from the Sun and one of the
satellites on the other satellite is omputed, the amplitude
and also the period of the osillation of the inlination of
both satellites are almost the same (Figure 3, third row).
Atually, the gravitational interation between Romulus and
Remus is suh that Remus's inlination follows very lose the
behaviour of Romulus's inlination. Suh results are in very
good agreement with our numerial integrations of the 4-
body problem - Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun (Figure 3, last
row).
This onnetion between Romulus and Remus is due
to a seular resonane. The longitude of the asending
node of both satellites are librating (Figure 2, last row,
in green). The evolution of the resonant angle, given by
φ = ΩRom − ΩRem, shows a libration of very short ampli-
tude (Figure 4, middle), i.e., the satellites' longitudes of the
asending nodes get loked and librate with almost the same
frequeny, Ω˙Rom ≈ Ω˙Rem. This result is also veried by the
results from the seular perturbation theory (Figure 4, left).
Despite of the fat that in the 5-body problem, Sylvia-
Romulus-Remus-Sun-Jupiter, the longitude of the asending
node of both satellites are irulating (Figure 2, last row, in
blue), that same seular resonane ours (Figure 4, right).
Therefore, the evolutions of the orbital inlination and lon-
gitude of the node of the two satellites are very muh similar
in the 5-body system due to this seular resonane. If the
gravitational inuene of one of the satellites is not taken
into aount their orbital evolution are very dierent from
eah other (Figure 5). The amplitude of Remus's inlina-
tion is smaller than that of Romulus and their eentriities
grow erratially. So, we onlude that the diret gravita-
tional perturbation of one satellite on the other does not
produe any signiant variation on their orbital elements.
However, when these satellites are under strong perturba-
tions from the Sun and Jupiter, the two satellites get loked
in a seular resonane suh that the orbital evolution of one
is very similar to the other.
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Table 1. Physial and orbital data of Sylvia's system (Marhis et al. 2005).
Mass (Kg) a e I(◦) Ω(◦) ω(◦) f(◦) Orbital Period
Sylvia 1.4780× 1019 3.49 AU 0.08 10.855 266,195 73,342 8,51412 6.52 years
Romulus 3.6625× 1015 1356 Km 0.001 1.7 273 101 81.88 3.65 days
Remus 2.1540× 1014 706 Km 0.016 2.0 314 97 12.695 1.38 days
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Figure 1. : Temporal evolution of the semi-major axis, eentriity, inlination, argument of perientre and longitude of the asending
node of Sylvia. These are the results from the numerial integration of the 5-body problem - Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun-Jupiter (in
blak) and from seular perturbation theory - Sylvia-Sun-Jupiter (in red).
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Figure 2. : Temporal evolution of the eentriity, the inlination and the longitude of the asending node of Romulus (left olumn)
and Remus (right olumn). In eah gure are plotted the results from three dierent numerial integrations. 1) In red, the 3-body
problem - Sylvia-Romulus-Remus. 2) In green, the 4-body problem - Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun. 3) In blue, the 5-body problem -
Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun-Jupiter.
4 THE EVECTION RESONANCE AND
COLLISION
The amplitude of osillation of the satellites' inlinations
an reah higher values depending on the initial value of
Jupiter's longitude of perientre. In Figure 6 we present
the temporal evolution of the eentriity and inlination
of Romulus (left olumn) and Remus (right olumn), on-
sidering dierent initial values of Jupiter's longitude of the
perientre. These are the results from the numerial inte-
grations for the 5-body system Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun-
Jupiter, for ̟Jup = 315
◦
(blak), ̟Jup = 320
◦
(green),
̟Jup = 10
◦
(red) and ̟Jup = 15
◦
(blue). We veried that
for −40◦ 6 ̟Jup 6 15
◦
the inlinations inrease to higher
values and the eentriities suddenly grow until the satel-
lites ollide with Sylvia
In those ases the satellites get aught in an evetion
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Figure 3. : Temporal evolution of the orbital inlinations of Romulus (left olumn) and Remus (right olumn). In the rst row are
presented the results from the seular perturbation theory for the 3-body system - Sylvia-Romulus-Remus. It is also shown a zoom of
the plots in the top right orner of the respetive gure. In the seond row are the results from the seular perturbation theory for the
3-body systems: Sylvia-Romulus-Sun (left) and Sylvia-Remus-Sun (right) In the third row are presented the results from the seular
perturbation theory for the 4-body system - Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun. In the last row are presented the results from the numerial
integration for the 4-body system - Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun (reprodued from Figure 2, in green)
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Figure 4. : Temporal evolution of the resonant angle, given by the dierene between the longitudes of the asending nodes of Romulus
and Remus, φ = ΩRom −ΩRem. The left plot is the result from the seular perturbation theory for the 4-body system - Sylvia-Romulus-
Remus-Sun. The entral plot is the result from the numerial integration for the 4-body problem - Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun. The right
plot is the result from the numerial integration for the 5-body problem - Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun-Jupiter.
resonane with Jupiter. The evetion resonane usually o-
urs when the period of the longitude of the perientre of
the satellite is very lose to the orbital period of the per-
turber (Brouwer & Clemene, 1961, Vieira Neto et al, 2006,
Yokoyama et al. 2008). In the present study the resonant
angle is given by the dierene between the satellite's lon-
gitude of the perientre and the mean longitude of Jupiter.
In the rst row of Figure 7 is presented an example of the
evolutions of the evetion angles of Romulus and Remus, for
the ase of initial ̟Jup = 90
◦
. One an note that when the
evetion angle starts to librate the orresponding eentri-
ity starts to grow until reah a ollision with Sylvia.
5 OBLATENESS
In this setion the onsidered subjet is the oblateness of
Sylvia. First we disuss the limitations of the shape deter-
mination of Sylvia from the observational images. Then,
from seular perturbation theory (Ferraz-Mello, 1979), we
analise the ontribution of the Sun in omparison to that
of Sylvia's oblateness on the satellite's orbital inlination.
Finally, we present our numerial simulations for the 5-
body system Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun-Jupiter inluding
the oblateness of Sylvia.
5.1 Observational Constraints
The J2 of Sylvia was rst measured from the analysis of both
satellite orbits by Marhis et al. (2005). The knowledge for
eah of them of its mean motion and semi-major axis on-
strains simultaneously both the mass of Sylvia and its J2
through the generalized Kepler's third law. The J2 measured
was thereby derived to be 0.175 ± 0.050. The global shape
of Sylvia was inferred from a onvex inversion method of
available ligthurves by Kaasalainen et al. (2002). Further-
more, Marhis et al. (2006) reorded with the Kek Adaptive
Optis system a resolved image of Sylvia's primary at an an-
gular resolution of 57 mas whih agreed very well with this
3D-shape model validating the onvex model. Using the 3D-
shape model and assuming an uniform mass distribution in
the interior of the primary, we alulate a theoretial J2 of
0.12, globally onsistent with the measured value although
slightly lower. The disrepany may arise either from an in-
terior heterogeneity or from the shape model itself whih
ould have some loal non-onvexities, not taken into a-
ount in the inversion proess, able to further inrease the
J2 of Sylvia.
5.2 Dynamial Eet
In this setion we onsider the eet of Sylvia's oblateness
(J2) on the dynamis of Sylvia's satellites. We dene Π =
I exp iΩ as a omplex variable assoiated to the inlination
(I) and longitude of the asending node (Ω). We use the
indies 'o' for Romulus and 'e' for Remus and 'S' for the Sun.
In what follows, we do not yet onsider Sylvia's oblateness.
Thus the seular equation for a satellite's Π perturbed by
the Sun is (Ferraz-Mello, 1979):
dΠo
dt
= −iASoΠo + iASoΠS, (1)
where
ASo =
3
4
GmS
noa3s
, (2)
with an equivalent equation for Remus. Here, G is the grav-
itational onstant, m is a mass, n a mean motion, a is a
semimajor axis and i is the imaginary unit. The solution of
Eq. (1), in the approximation ΠS = onstant, is:
Πo = K exp igot+ΠS, (3)
where K is a omplex onstant and go = −ASo .
We obtain ASo ∼ 0.1108 × 10
−2year−1, whih orre-
sponds to a period of 5673 years, onrming the results of
Setion 3. For Remus, we nd a period of 15012 years by
the same method. The fored omponent ΠS indued by the
Sun is thus responsible for the amplitude of the osillation
of I around 20◦, sine |ΠS| ∼ 10
◦
and the initial onditions
for Ie and Io are near 0
◦
.
We now add the seond satellite to the seular equa-
tions. To do this, we onsider a omplex vetorial variable
Π = (Πo,Πe). The equation for the seular variation of Π
(Ferraz-Mello,1979) is similar to Eq. (1):
dΠo
dt
= i A Π+ i B ΠS (4)
where A is a 2× 2 matrix with elements:
A(1, 1) = −(Ae + ASo), (5)
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Figure 5. : Temporal evolution of the eentriity, inlination, longitude of the asending node and argument of perientre of Romulus
(left olumn) and Remus (right olumn). These are the results from the numerial integrations for the 4-body systems: Sylvia-Romulus-
Sun-Jupiter (left) and Sylvia-Remus-Sun-Jupiter (right)
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Figure 6. : Temporal evolution of the eentriity and inlination of Romulus (left olumn) and Remus (right olumn). These are the
results from the numerial integrations for the 5-body system Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun-Jupiter, with dierent initial values of Jupiter's
longitude of the perientre: ̟Jup = 315
◦
(blak); ̟Jup = 320
◦
(green); ̟Jup = 10
◦
(red); ̟Jup = 15
◦
(blue).
A(1, 2) = Ae, (6)
A(2, 1) = Ao, (7)
A(2, 2) = −(Ao +ASe , ) (8)
and B is a 2× 1 vetor with omponents:
B(1) = ASo , (9)
B(2) = ASe , (10)
where
Ae =
1
4
GmeL
noa2o
, (11)
Ao =
1
4
GmoL
nea2e
, (12)
L =
ae
a2o
b
(1)
3/2
, (13)
where b
(1)
3/2 is a Laplae oeient (Ferraz-Mello, 1979). The
solution of Eq. (4) is quite similar to the one-dimensional
ase:
Π = N.E + C.ΠS, (14)
where N is a 2×2 omplex matrix whose rows are eigenve-
tors of matrix A and the orresponding eigenvalues are g1
and g2 in E = (exp ig1, exp ig2). C is a 'unitary' vetor (1, 1).
This results from the fat that A(j, 1) +A(j, 2) +B(j) = 0,
for j = 1, 2. As far as the fored omponent is onerned,
both Romulus and Remus share a ommon one, given by
the inlination of the Sylvia-Sun orbital plane with respet
to Sylvia's equator. Thus the 20◦ amplitude of osillation of
Ie and Io are the same as in the ase of just one satellite
(Fig. 3). As to the frequenies of osillation, they are the
eigenfrequenies of matrix A and we nd them to be:
g1 = −0.108 × 10
−2
year
−1
, (15)
g2 = −0.832 × 10
−1
year
−1
. (16)
These orrespond to periods of around 75 and 5820 years,
a long period fored by the Sun and a short period due to
the satellites themselves. This short period is similar to the
seular one dened by just the two satellites around Sylvia
and the long period (similar to the period of Romulus in the
Sylvia-Romulus-Sun problem) is shared by both satellites as
shown in Fig. (3) (third and fourth row).
We now introdue the oblateness of Sylvia dened by
its J2. To better understand its eet we rst inlude it in
the seular equations for just one satellite and the Sun. In
this way, Eq. (1) beomes:
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Figure 7. : Temporal evolution of the evetion angle, eentriity and inlination of Romulus (left olumn) and Remus (right olumn).
These are the results from the numerial integrations for the 5-body system Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun-Jupiter, with initial value of the
satellite's longitude of the perientre equal to 90◦.
dΠo
dt
= −i(ASo + AJo) + iASoΠS (17)
where
AJo =
3
2
GJ2msyb
2
noa5o
. (18)
Here,msy is Sylvia's mass and b is Sylvia's equatorial radius.
Now the solution of (17) is:
Πo = K exp igot+ cΠS, (19)
where K is a onstant and:
go = −(ASo + AJo), (20)
c =
ASo
ASo + AJo
. (21)
The value of AJo , with J2 = 0.17 is 1.7401year
−1
. Sine
AJo ≫ ASo , rst Io will osillate with a muh higher fre-
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queny and seond, the fored omponent, now multiplied
by a very small onstant c, will almost vanish.
The equations for both satellites, the Sun and inlud-
ing Sylvia's oblateness will be like Eq (4), but the diagonal
elements of matrix A are now:
A(1, 1) = −(Ae + ASo + AJo), (22)
A(2, 2) = −(Ao +ASe + AJe). (23)
This will have important onsequenes on the eigenval-
ues (proper frequenies) and the fored omponents. They
now beome:
g1 = −1.745 year
−1
, (24)
g2 = −17.04 year
−1
, (25)
C = (6.35× 10−4, 2.75 × 10−5), (26)
where C = A−1B. Thus the onsequene of Sylvia's oblate-
ness is to ritially stabilize the satellite's orbits, sine it
introdues a frequeny that is muh faster than those gen-
erated by the other gravitational perturbations.
5.2.1 The eet of Jupiter
The diret eet of Jupiter on Sylvia's satellites is negligible
as ompared with the Sun's eet. However, by onsidering
Jupiter, Sylvia's orbital plane is no longer xed but now
preess with a frequeny given by:
µ =
1
4
G mJ LJ
nSy a2Sy
, (27)
where the subsript 'J' refers to Jupiter and 'Sy' to Sylvia
and
LJ =
aSy
aJ
b
(1)
3/2 (28)
Sine Jupiter has a nonzero inlination with respet to
the referene plane (elipti) Sylvia's inlination-node om-
plex variable Π will be the sum of a onstant fored ompo-
nent and a proper omponent preessing with frequeny µ.
Thus:
ΠSy = ΠJ +K exp−iµt (29)
where K is a onstant to be determined as far as one knows
ΠSy for a spei time.
Now to solve equations (1), (4) and (17), we must re-
plae the onstant ΠS by ΠSy given by equation (29). The
solution for eah equation and a spei satellite an be gen-
erally given by:
Πo = Πop + k1 Kexp−iµt+ k2ΠJ , (30)
where Πop is the proper omponent whih will not hange
from the ase without Jupiter, and
k1 =
ASo
ASo + AJ − µ
K, (31)
k2 =
ASo
ASo + AJ
, (32)
for the ase of just one satellite here represented by Romulus
(index 'o'). When both satellites are inluded then k1 and
k2 are two dimension vetors given by:
k1 = −(A+ µD)
−1
B, (33)
k2 = −A
−1
B, (34)
where A and B are matries already dened for the ase
without Jupiter and 'D' is the identity matrix.
This powerfull eet of the oblateness was also explored
in our numerial simulations. In Figure 8 we present the
results from the numerial integrations for the 5-body sys-
tem Sylvia-Romulus-Remus-Sun-Jupiter, with dierent val-
ues for J2 of Sylvia: i) In purple, J2 = 0. ii) In blue,
J2 = 10
−3 J2Sylvia. iii) In green, J2 = 10
−2 J2Sylvia. iv) In
red, J2 = J2Sylvia. The temporal evolution of the inlination
and the longitude of the asending node of Romulus (left
olumn) and Remus (right olumn) learly show that the
value of J2 has to be muh smaller (less than one thousand
times) than the urrently estimated value for Sylvia, in order
to display any eet from other bodies' perturbation.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the dynamis of the satellites of aster-
oid (87) Sylvia. When the oblateness of Sylvia is not taken
into aount, the satellites present a very interesting dynam-
ial evolution. The perturbations from the Sun and Jupiter
introdue a huge inrease on the satellites orbital inlina-
tions. Depending on the initial longitude of the perientre
of Jupiter, the satellites an be aptured in a kind of eve-
tion resonane. The longitudes of perientre of the satellites
get loked to the mean longitude of Jupiter. Suh resonane
fores the satellites eentriities to grow exponentially and
they eventually ollide with Sylvia. It is also noted that the
evolutions of Romulus and Remus are very similar. This is
due to a seular resonane between them, whih is aused by
the perturbations from Sun and Jupiter. Finally, the om-
plete stability of the satellites is guaranteed by the oblate-
ness of Sylvia. We show that even just one thousand of the
urrent value of J2 would be enough to keep the satellites in
stable orbits.
There are other triple asteroid systems in the main
belt with similar harateristis, (45) Eugenia (Marhis et al
2007) and (216) Kleopatra (Marhis et al 2008), whih will
be studied adopting a similar approah.
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